
Dear Friend,

Let’s be clear and candid.  The MIGOP chaos caused by John Yob is NOT
about, lack of fundraising, lack of organization, or “freezing people out.”  For in all of
those areas Kristina Karamo has outperformed expectations.  As compared to past
administrations, it is night and day better.  MIGOP is now a grassroots party.   Not a
donor class party as was the case in the past.

So what is this really about?

Answer:  Americanism v. Globalism

Kristina Karamo is a known, trusted voice of election integrity.  They tried to bribe
her.  She refused.  They tried to intimidate her.  She would not comply.  That left
them only one choice, try to destroy her.

To do this they:

Hired thugs like Warren Carpenter

Promised power to moral reprobates like Andy Sebolt

Intimidated week people like Malinda Pego

Played on the prejudices of people like Hassan Nehme

In the end the goal was to install experienced Washington Swamp creatures Peter
Hoekstra and Mike Biship.  Peter and Mike have proven to be reliable bag men for
the globalists and their goal is to have a Senator Ed McBroom like view of the
2024 election.  Will they raise money?  Not really.  What they will do is funnel
millions of “string attached” dollars from the NRCC into pathetic RINO swamp
creatures before the primary to make sure that the bidding they do for globalists is
buried as best as possible.

Yuck!

Here is the good news!  Today saw a stunning legal victory for Kristina Karamo as
Peter Hoaxtra’s team of criminals and moral reprobates was easily outlawyered by
MIGOP lead counsel Dan Hartman.  You will hear lots of disappointed crowing
from them today and in the days following. 

Key Facts to Understand

 Kristina Karamo was reaffirmed as MIGOP Chair by a vote of 59-1 at a State
Central Committee meeting held Jan. 13.  This voting body consisted of



ZERO proxy votes in conformity with MIGOP by laws.

 The so called “Removal Petition” that is the subject of the illegitimate January
6 meeting was obtained through fraud or with signatures of members that
were not in good standing.

 Both the January 6 meeting and the January 20 “not State Central
Committee Meeting” meetings are of zero legal significance.

 Kristina has an moral and ethical obligation to fight for the delegates that
elected her, and she is up for the challenge.

New Audio to be released from MRP has EPIC new evidence of John Yob and
Warren Carpenter attempting to bribe a State Central Committee member with
the exact same scheme with which they successfully bribed Hassan Nehme.

Here is an excerpt of an affidavit regarding an explosive new secret audio
about to hit:



Stay tuned for the launch of the MRP website with the explosive audio and all
documents!

 
If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us
at: info@puregrassroots.org.

Yours in Service,

mailto:info@puregrassroots.org


 
R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy


